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Lady Pancake and Sir French Toast
The Case of the Poached Egg
Alfie Wolfe's feet stink! And they may cost the Hound Hotel a
client, namely Ms. Snoot and her energic Labrador retriever,
Stanley. But after gleefully rolling in dead fish, Stanley may give
Aflie's feet a run for their money. Stinky fun awaits!
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Stinky
Stinky, a monster who lives in a swamp, gets upset when a boy
named Nick starts hanging around his swamp, and so he tries to
scare Nick away.

Stinky!
When a little town on Long Island is inundated with garbage, its
citizens become more environmentally aware, while a garbage
barge travels the North American coast in search of a dumping
location.

The Case of the Purple Pool (Book 7)
A jewelry store is robbed. A diamond necklace mysteriously shows
up in Milo’s desk at school. The connection is crystal clear . . .
isn’t it? Detective duo Milo and Jazz tackle their eighth case in this
exciting mystery! (Super Sleuthing Skills: Work Backward,
Observe, Think Logically, Draw Conclusions)

Stinky Science
Richard Bickerstaff and his friend Henry are prisoners on Grax, a
hostile planet. Aric, their tiny alien friend, has been taken from
them--perhaps forever. And now they're eating lunch in a Graxian
jail, face to face with a Turinga Death Machine! Can life get any
more dangerous? Kids will love this very funny Stepping Stones
HUMOR title!

The Case of the Locked Box (Book 11)
There s a stinky stench in the fridge and our favorite foodie friends
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must solve a smelly mystery! Inspector Croissant begs Sir French
Toast and Lady Pancake for help in finding the source of the foul
odor. Could it be the devious Baron Von Waffle? A fetid fish in
Corn Chowder Lake? Featuring delectable wordplay there s even an
actual red herring and delicious art, this tasty tale is a treat for
kids!"

Stinky Socks
In the style of Mo Willems, Jonathan Fenske tells three humorous
stories of two friends, Pig and Fox, and their shenanigans with a
cardboard box (all of which involved Pig accidentally crushing Fox
in the box). With comic art and simple language, this Level 2 reader
is sure to have kids rolling with laughter.

The Case of the Stinky Stench
When Bobby Solofsky fools Sally-Ann with a magic trick, Jigsaw
Jones and Mita suspect he may be connected to the bad smell
ruining Ms. Gleason's science time.

The Case of the Stinky Science Project
Korean edition of the winner of the Caldecott Honor Book (1993),
THE STINKY CHEESE MAN AND OTHER FAIRLY STUPID
TALES by Jon Scieszka, illustrated by Lane Smith. New parody
version of this fascinating and humorous book retells the 10
juvenile's favorite fairy tales, narrated by the ubiquitous Jack (from
the Jack and the Beanstock). All of the stories finishing with
different endings than the traditional version give children readers
sarcastic fun and an open-mind to look at things with a different
perspective. In Korean. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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The Case of the Sneaker Sneak
Fans of I Love You, Stinky Face, will love this Christmas story!
Stinky Face loves Christmastimebut he still has plenty of questions.
What if a big, wintry wind blows his Christmas tree away? What if
one of the reindeer gets his antlers stuck in the branches that hang
over the roof? Luckily, his imaginative Mama knows how to
reassure him that Christmas will be magical! Now for the first time
in 8x8I Love You, Stinky Face has sold over 1 million copies and
still counting!

Here Comes the Garbage Barge!
A new generation Famous Five: Jo, Dylan, Allie, and Max are the
children of the four kids - and not forgetting Timmy II to make up
the Five! In book eight, the Famous 5 need to find out what is
causing the mysterious explosions. The Famous Five meet Scooby
Doo! All the heritage of the original Famous Five - adventure,
mystery, action - combined with a great modern-day feel and lots of
laughs. All 24 books in the series feature black and white inside
illustrations and have been adapted into an animated television
series for the Disney Channel.

The Case of the Stinky Socks (Book 1)
Wilcox and Griswold investigate the case of a missing egg named
Penny.

The Case of the Superstar Scam (Book 10)
When Stink's parents win an aquarium sleepover, he and his two
friends enjoy a scavenger hunt before trying to fall asleep while
worrying about the frankensquid on the loose.
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Aliens for Lunch
Our favorite breakfast food friends are back and all bready for their
next adventure! Can they save the fridge before all the food is iced?
It's mission . . . defrostable. "And now with the two of you out of
the fold, I've got my revenge and I'm serving it cold!" Brrr! There's
a frost in the fridge--and it's hardened Pudding Pond and frozen
Yogurt Falls. Agent Asparagus is on the case, and she begs Lady
Pancake and Sir French Toast to join her superspy team. But when
the enemy snatches Asparagus, Pancake and French Toast have
only one dough man to turn to for help: the evil Baron von Waffle!
Will he help them save the fridge . . . or are they doomed to become
frozen food?

The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales
The high school’s star pitcher is missing his lucky socks, and his
pitching is going to pieces! Can detective duo Milo and Jazz find
the thief—before the big game? (Super Sleuthing Skills: Observe,
Think Logically, Draw Conclusions)

Stinky Stanley
Pinky and Stinky are fat little piglets, but because they're cuties that
doesn't mean they're not brave astronauts. Packed with action,
adventure, and little cuties.

The Big Stink
This cat-and-mouse detective story has adorable characters, a
thrilling plot, and a surprising ending! Charlie, a notorious cheese
thief, is a mouse on a mission Ever since he was little, he had found
himself in spots of bother with the law. He had pinched Parmesan,
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crept off with Camembert, and robbed Roquefort! Charlie is
planning his biggest mission yet--to steal a cheesy sculpture from
the Museum of Art! After a hair-raising break-in--creeping past
cameras, dodging guards, and avoiding gates--he reaches his stinky
prize. But Officer Rita is soon on the case. Will Charlie get away
with it this time? The Big Stink is a witty, charming picture book
packed with film references that the grown-ups will enjoy too!

Hoodnapped:
Amateur detectives Milo and Jazz try to figure out if the haunted
house they are building for the school fair has a real ghost, in a
chapter book that looks at cause and effect. Simultaneous.

The Case of the July 4th Jinx (Book 5)
Pa Lia has never liked Stinky Stern, the enemy of the second grade.
He makes fun of other kids, he says mean things, and he's always
causing trouble. But when Stinky is suddenly hit by a car and killed,
Pa Lia and the rest of the students in Mrs. Fennessey's class face a
difficult challenge: How do you deal with the death of someone
nobody really liked? This moving story is certain to resonate with
anyone who has ever experienced--or even just thought about--the
loss of a classmate or friend.

The Monster of the Deep
Bobby fooled Sally-Ann with a phony magic trick. It was a spoiled
science project.

Stink and the Shark Sleepover
An outstanding new range of first chapter books that helps children
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build their reading stamina and progress towards longer books.

A Pig, a Fox, and a Box
A pair of gym socks that have never been washed come to life and
follow the boy to whom they belong wherever he goes.

Escape from Future World!
Beatrice More is no average third-grader. She is a list-making,
hyperorganized perfectionist whose laid-back parents and messy
little sister consistently frustrate her high standards. And when a
new house, a new neighborhood and new friends are thrown into the
mix, Beatrice sends the family into a comic tailspin, all in the name
of “professionalism.” Despite her most feverish organizational
efforts, Beatrice ultimately discovers that some of the best
experiences are the ones you can’t control.

Stinky Stern Forever
Bud is a happy stinkbug, except when it comes to stinking contests.
He always seems to lose to champions like P. U. Bottoms, Lord
Stinkington, and The Fumigator. Every time they make smells like
OUTHOUSE, GYM SOCK, and ARMPIT, poor Bud ends up
smelling like FLOWERS, or FRESH-BAKED BREAD, or CANDY
CANE. Stinking just isn't Bud's THING. But what IS his thing?
With an ending as fresh as a daisy, and funnier than any funny
smell, Andy Rash puts a hilarious spin on a tale of following your
nose to happiness.

Lost in the Library
Now a streaming animated series! For fans of Goodnight,
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Goodnight, Construction Site and Steam Train, Dream Train comes
a noisy addition to the hilarious read-aloud series from Kate and
Jim McMullan, the popular creators of I’m Bad! and I’m Dirty!
“Know what I do at night while you’re asleep? Eat your trash,
that’s what!” With ten wide tires, one really big appetite, and an
even bigger smell, this truck’s got it all. His job? Eating your
garbage and loving every stinky second of it! And you thought
nighttime was just for sleeping.

The Case of the Crooked Campaign (Book 9)
It's the Fourth of July! There are fireworks, parades, pies,
games?and a jinx? When everything at the fair starts going wrong,
detectives-in-training Milo and Jazz must find out: is it really a
jinx?or is it sabotage? (Super Sleuthing Skills: Role Play, Observe,
Think Logically, Draw Conclusions)

I Stink!
Master thief Robyn Hood must discover who is taking money from
a local orphanage before the kids' fates are put in danger.
Spellbound is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.

Beatrice More Moves In
A thoroughly delicious picture book about the funniest "food fight!"
ever! Lady Pancake and Sir French Toast have a beautiful
friendship—until they discover that there'sONLY ONE DROP of
maple syrup left. Off they go, racing past the Orange Juice
Fountain, skiing through Sauerkraut Peak, and reeling down the
linguini. But who will enjoy the sweet taste of victory? And could
working together be better than tearing each other apart? The actionpacked rhyme makes for an adrenaline-filled breakfast . . . even
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without a drop of coffee!

Isle of Misfits 3: Prank Wars!
Why is our sense of smell so under-appreciated? We tend to think
of smell as a vestigial remnant of our pre-human past, doomed to
gradual extinction, and we go to great lengths to eliminate smells
from our environment, suppressing body odour, bad breath and
other smells. Living in a relatively odour-free environment has
numbed us to the importance that smells have always had in human
history and culture. In this major new book Robert Muchembled
restores smell to its rightful place as one of our most important
senses and examines the transformation of smells in the West from
the Renaissance to the beginning of the 19th century. He shows that
in earlier centuries, the air in towns and cities was often saturated
with nauseating emissions and dangerous pollution. Having little
choice but to see and smell faeces and urine on a daily basis, people
showed little revulsion; until the 1620s, literature and poetry
delighted in excreta which now disgust us. The smell of excrement
and body odours were formative aspects of eroticism and sexuality,
for the social elite and the popular classes alike. At the same time,
medicine explained outbreaks of plague by Satan's poisonous breath
corrupting the air. Amber, musk and civet came to be seen as vital
bulwarks against the devil's breath: scents were worn like armour
against the plague. The disappearance of the plague after 1720 and
the sharp decline in fear of the devil meant there was no longer any
point in using perfumes to fight the forces of evil, paving the way
for the olfactory revolution of the 18th century when softer, sweeter
perfumes, often with floral and fruity scents, came into fashion,
reflecting new norms of femininity and a gentler vision of nature.
This rich cultural history of an under-appreciated sense will be
appeal to a wide readership.
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Unstinky
After someone steals Bigs's football shoes before the game of girls
against boys, it's up to Jigsaw and Mila to investigate and retrieve
the stolen sneakers.

Pinky & Stinky
How can a pool suddenly turn purple? And who could be behind it?
Detective duo Milo and Jazz make a splash as they investigate their
most colorful case yet! (Super Sleuthing Skills: Infer, Observe,
Think Logically, Draw Conclusions)

Case File 8: The Case of the Stinky Smell
Someone stole 100 dollars from a locked cashbox . . . and almost
everyone in school thinks the culprit is Jazz! When Jazz is put on
trial in student court, it's up to Milo to prove her not guilty! (Super
Sleuthing Skills: Make a Model, Observe, Think Logically, Draw
Conclusions)

Merry Christmas, Stinky Face
Who knew science could be so smelly??? This innovative book is a
complete exploration of the olfactory system, with a side of grossout hilarity. First, it tackles the basics, from why things stink to how
our sense of smell works (hint: it has to do with the six million scent
receptors way up inside our noses). Then, it moves on to some
specifics such as the link between smells and memories, some of the
stinkiest stinks on Earth, the chemicals smells are made of and
more! The eww! on every page is sure to hold every young
scientistÕs attention!
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Mission Defrostable
When Brainiac traps Superman and Cyborg in a time machine that
places them in a future world, the heroes must find a way to escape.

Smells
The Hoods are missing, and Robyn knows someone is trying to use
them to get to her. Can she outsmart the villain before it's too late?
Spellbound is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.

The Case of the Stinky Science Project
The team is tapped for another mission! This time, can they find a
way to end a prank war between the cyclops and the trolls? After
the success of their last mission helping a leprechaun, the team is
ready for another challenge! But when the latest mission is given to
their arrogant classmates Lissa, Gashsnarl, Jori, and Trom, they're
stuck waiting for an assignment of their own. Just when it seems as
though all hope is lost, the head of the isle gives them an urgent
mission. There's a cyclops who lives in a cave on the island, and
he's being pranked by some trolls! Can the misfits find a way to
work together with their rivals to solve the case?

The Case of the Haunted Haunted House
Campaign mania hits Westview when Jazz decides to run for school
president. But is someone stealing all her best ideas? And how?
Milo and Jazz must solve the mystery—before Election Day! (Super
Sleuthing Skills: Relevant and Irrelevant Information, Observe,
Think Logically, Draw Conclusions)

The Case of the Diamonds in the Desk (Book 8)
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When teen idol Starr Silveira comes to Westview to film an episode
of her hit TV show, Super Starr, the entire town is abuzz. But when
kids start receiving mysterious letters from "Starr" asking them to
hand over their valuable show memorabilia, Milo and Jazz suspect
one thing: a super scam! Super Sleuthing Skills: Venn Diagrams,
Observe, Think Logically, Draw Conclusions)

Metropolis Orphanage:
Patience, one of the New York Public Library lions, is missing and
Fortitude, the other lion, searches the building from top to bottom
seeking him.
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